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ABSTRACT
Errors in an inertial navigation system produced by gyro drift tend
to accumulate with time. The determination and subsequent removal of gyro
drift is therefore mandatory if the system is to remain within operational
specifications over extended periods of time. The object of this thesis is to
devise a means of determining gyro drift in a "modified-strapped-down"
system using intermittently-obtained position and/or heading information.
In the strapped-down configuration, relationships between system output
errors and the drift of each gyro depend on the orientation of the vehicle
relative to the navigation coordinate system. Thus, there is an unusual
requirement that the method of gyro drift determination account for arbitrary
motion of the vehicle.
The only additional equipment required by the method of this thesis
is a special-purpose computer which will perform real-time multiplication
and integration operations. In addition to determining gyro drift compensa-
tion, this scheme allows for the correction of system output errors.
As a realistic example, application of this reset method has been
made to a strapped-down system for a submarine. An investigation into the
possibility of reducing the required number of computations has also been
made and includes several simulations of reset operations on a general-
purpose high-speed digital computer.
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Title: Associate Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Thesis Supervisor: John Hovorka, Sc.D.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In missions requiring high performance over extended periods of
time, as in the case of a missile launching submarine, the accuracy of
the inertial navigation system is maintained by periodically resetting the
system. In general terms, the reset operation consists of changing various
system parameters and inputs so as to eliminate or reduce system errors
which tend to grow with time.
Considerable attention as been focused on the reset problem
for the conventional, gimbaled systems now in use aboard Polaris subma-
rines. Little, if any, research has been done on resetting a gimballess, or
strapped-down, inertial navigation system however, mainly because the
need for such work did not exist. A stringent gyro torquing accuracy re-
quirement, when using existing inertial reference units in the conventional
strapped-down configuration, has precluded the use of such a system in
long term missions requiring high accuracy. The requirement arises be-
cause gyros in a strapped-down system are subjected to much larger angular
rates than are the "stabilized" gyros of a gimbaled system. In reference
(4) it has been estimated that the required accuracy for torquing single-
degree-of-freedom gyros in a navigation quality system is about seven parts
in a hundred million, which is beyond the capability of the present state of
the art of gyro torquing.
Another important problem associated with strapped-down systems is
the computational one. In addition to solving the usual navigation equations,
the system computer must also compute an orthogonal transformation mat-
rix, which involves a set of nine first-order differential equations. Because
the transformation matrix has a dominant role in overall system performance,
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(4) (5)special attention must be paid to its mechanization. Several studies
a (7) have been made on the subject, and the results indicate that the
problem does not appear to be an insurmountable one. In this thesis, the
computational problem will be ignored, and all reset computations will be
assumed to be made with no error.
A modified strapped-down system has recently been proposed by
Charles Broxmeyer and Aldo De Simone, while both were with the MIT
Instrumentation Laboratory, in which gyro torquing is not a prohibitive
factor. Rather than having the gyro cases rigidly mounted directly to the
vehicle as is done in the conventional strapped-down system, the proposed
system consists of three separate single axis stable platforms in which
only the input axes are fixed relative to the vehicle. Whereas in the con-
ventional configuration, vehicle angular rotations are measured in the gyro
torquing servo loops, angular motion in the modified system is monitored
by accurate incremental encoders. The feasibility of this system depends
on how well the reset problem can be solved.
Because the primary source of errors in inertial navigation systems
is gyro drift, the heart of the reset operation consists of determining the
proper compensation that must be applied to the gyros in order to remove
the drift. Several techniques are presently used in resetting gimbaled sys-
tems, in which gyro drift information is obtained by examining system
errors which exist after an interval of operating time. The errors are
determined periodically by comparing system output data with data which
is accurately measured external to the inertial system. Because motion
of the gimbal mounted gyros is well behaved, relatively simple relationships
exist between the drift of specific gyros and certain system errors. These
relationships therefore allow for the determination of appropriate gyro
compensation.
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The reset problem for a strapped-down system is much more com-
plex. Simple relationships between the system errors and the drift of
specific gyros no longer exist because of the arbitrary motion and orienta-
tion of the gyros relative to the indicated coordinate frame in which the
system equations are solved. The effects of the drifts of all three gyros
now become coupled in the generation of system errors in a manner de-
pendent on the arbitrary time history of the vehicle's motion.
The object of this thesis is to develop a method of resetting a strapped-
down inertial navigation system. Of primary concern is the determination
of gyro drift based on fix information.
A background of the reset problem is contained in Chapter 2. Because
the reset problem has been, up to the present time, peculiar to submarine
navigation systems, a discussion of the basic reset theory for this appli-
cation is given.
Chapter 3 describes the modified strapped-down system with which
this thesis is concerned.
In Chapter 4, a method for resetting the strapped-down system is
developed.
Because the nature of this thesis is somewhat subjective, a submarine
application of the proposed reset method is presented in Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 contains a discussion of digital computer simulations which
were made for the submarine example.
The concluding remarks are presented in Chapter 7.
9
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND OF THE RESET PROBLEM
The term reset, as applied to inertial equipment, can be defined, in
general terms, as the operation of making necessary corrections and
adjustments to the system which 1) reduce the system output errors and
2) restrain the growth of these errors thereafter.
2. 1 Crude Forms of Reset
The reset operation is not peculiar to complex inertial navigation
systems. Relatively simple navigational aids such as the directional gyro
or the barometric altimeter require that a reset procedure be employed
in order to maintain the accuracy, and hence, the effectiveness of the de-
vice. The directional gyro must be periodically reset with external
information. In most cases, this involves a correction using a magnetic
compass reading at intervals of about fifteen minutes. The external
information used to reset a barometric altimeter comes from ground
station broadcasts of local barometric pressure. Both of these examples
of resetting are very simple and only fulfill the condition of correcting
output errors. No attempt is made to reduce the growth of errors there-
after.
2.2 Inertial Navigation System Reset
Output errors of an inertial navigation system may be caused by many
factors. These include, initial misalignment of the reference coordinate
system, gyro drift, non-linearities in accelerometers and torquers, and
base motion disturbances by imperfect gimbal servos, to name a few.
These all, independently or in combination, produce navigational errors.
With the exception of the gyro drift errors, all errors are independent of
10
time and can be internally compensated for. However, gyro drift errors
vary with time and tend to build up over long periods of time.
The reset problem in inertial navigation systems has been previously
investigated in connection with the Ship's Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
developed by the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory. Errors in such a system,
which essentially operates on the surface of the earth, can be described by
a set of differential equations containing oscillatory modes. The periods
of these oscillations are associated with the 84 minute Schuler period and
the 24 hour period of the sidereal day. It is this oscillatory behavior which
permits errors in an unaided system to build up with time, irregardless of
the quality of the basic inertial components. Thus additional information is
needed in order to keep system output errors within operational specifica-
tions. The two forms of additional information most widely considered are
ship's velocity, and position and heading fixes. The ship's velocity is ob-
tained by measuring the speed of the ship through the water with a pitometer-
log or a similar device. Position and heading information, when available,
may be obtained in a variety of ways, among these are Loran systems,
* celestial trackers or even the Transit Satellite system.
If the difference between the inertial system's velocity output and the
measured velocity is used as a correcting signal, errors in various parts
of the system will be reduced. This operation has the effect of damping the
oscillations in the system. However, errors in ship's speed caused by the
speed log device or by ocean currents lead to large heading, or azimuth,
errors if the 24 hour loop is damped in this manner. Therefore, another
procedure must be used to damp the 24 hour oscillation without inducing
large azimuth errors. This procedure has evolved into what is known as
the reset operation.
.I
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Stated in general terms, the reset procedure 1) makes corrections
to the system output errors which exist at the time the reset is made, and
2) applies proper gyro compensation such that the tendency for the growth
of output errors is reduced. Although various methods of reset procedure
exist, they are all characterized by the utilization of position and/or
heading information obtained from a source external to the inertial system.
By comparing these "fix" measurements, which are made periodically,
with the system's outputs, output errors are determined. Knowledge of the
relationship between the errors and gyro drifts then allows for the deter-
mination of the drift present in the system. Therefore application of the
required gyro compensation completes the reset operation. Although of a
peculiar nature, resetting is a form of damping.
Early inertial navigation systems at sea used reset methods requiring
what was effectively a continuous measurement of the ship's position.
Although not very sophisticated, it allowed the system to operate under
existing operational specifications.
The advent of the Polaris weapon system generated much activity in
the reset problem area. Operating conditions and performance specifications
became more demanding because of the use of the submarine as a missile
launching platform, and the concomitant need to minimize vehicle exposure.
A substantial amount of research has been done on resetting the SINS
system, which is the primary navigator for Polaris launching submarines.
The MIT Instrumentation Laboratory , Sperry Gyroscope Company*
_l, and Dynamics Research Corporationt have been major
contributors to this problem area.
The reset procedures most widely used in operational navigation sys-
tems at sea are based on the constant, or slowly varying, gyro drift model.
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Because of the discrete nature of fixes, the navigation system has also
been studied as a multiple-input, multiple-output sampled data system.
~ )When random drift errors are assumed, the error analysis lends
itself to the application of statistical optimization techniques.
Although many forms of resetting- SINS exist, which assume the slowly
varying "constant" drift model, they are all variations based on what is
called the drift circle. Because of its simple nature, it offers much insight
into the general reset problem.
2. 3 The drift circle
The navigation system output errors, as derived in Appendix A, can
be described by the set of linear differential equations shown in matrix form
as equation (2-1).
If the geographic coordinate system is defined as an orthogonal system
having the x-axis pointing north, the y-axis pointing east, and the z-axis
down and normal to the reference ellipsoid, the notation of equation (2-1)
is,
a = x component of the vector error angle between the actual and indicated
geographic coordinate systems (x vertical error)
p = y component of the vector error angle between the actual and indicated
coordinate systems (y vertical error)
y = z component of the vector error angle between the actual and indicated
coordinate systems (heading, or azimuth error)
X = geographic latitude
k = computed geographic latitude
c
6 = X - X' = latitude error
c
U, U, U = gyro drift rates referred to the indicated coordinate system
x y z
= earth rate
6s = longitude rate error X co:s Xe
6w = geographic latitude rate error
n
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The characteristic equation of the error matrix expressed in Laplace
notation is
[s + 4n. )]s [A+ (SN t9/ 2 (9/R)2 ] ° (2-2)
Thus, the system has oscillatory modes comprising three natural
frequencies. Two of these frequencies are associated with the Schuler
frequency and have periods near 84 minutes. The 84 minute oscillations
are primarily involved with the vertical errors, a and . As mentioned
earlier, these errors can be damped to reasonably small values with the
use of externally obtained velocity information. The third frequency has a
period of 24 hours and is essentially a coupled oscillation between the azi-
muth error and the latitude error. It is this oscillation that the reset
operation is intended to damp.
By multiplying the fourth equation of the matrix by sin X and the sixth
equation by cos X and adding the two,
i~ 09SNA + icos - 6WeSIN2 -SAS S - 51 x
+ X, siN - JWeTAN cosA
- DcosA- ljcsZ7 + +U cosX
X= -Qa (6A+f) t UXSINA + U CoS, (2-3)
Adding the third and fifth equations of the matrix,
; 6AB £ IW- 6W t (Rsl5N + YaCOsA + (2-4)
If the 84 minute oscillation is damped, terms in a and p can be neglected
relative to terms in y and 6k, and
( cosA - SA t+ U sINA + U co57 (2-5)
i A .~'cO57' e y (2-6)
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If U = U sin X + U cos X, (U would be the equatorial gyro drift
e x z e
in the normal four or five-gimbal mode) (2-5) and (2-6) become,
cosS -SL + Ue (2-7)
Si = Q .cs + . (2-8)
The characteristic equation of this set is,
[52a ] _
which clearly displays the 24 hour oscillation.
The quotient of equation (2-7) and (2-8) can be written using differen-
tials as,
dbcosx2 = - ____+Ua/_ (2-9)
Idan c05X 4 Uy/A
Integrating (2-9),
( YcosXi Uy/n)2 + (- /.) 2 K2 (2-10)
where K is a constant that depends on initial conditions. If U and U arey e
constant, equation (2-10) describes a circle in the phase-plane having y cos
-U U
X and 6X as axes, with radius K, and centered at ( Y, e ). The circle,
nIlld the drift circle is the locus of the oneratinr points defined as the
instantaneous values of 6X and y cos X. The operating point will traverse
the drift circle exactly once in 24 sidereal hours. A typical drift circle is
shown in Figure 2.1.
2.4 Reset Using the Drift Circle
If fixes of both latitude and azimuth are taken several hours apart,
two points may be plotted in the 6 , 'y cos plane. These two points alone
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P
$x(t),
will define the drift circle since the center of the circle will be on the
perpendicular bisector of the points and will be the vertex of the angle
~Ad2, where At is the time interval between the two fixes. The center of
the circle, called the drift center, defines U and U . It should be noted
e y
at this time that inherent with this solution is the assumption that perfect
fixes are obtained. If an azimuth fix is taken only once, three fixes of
latitude are required to define the drift circle. If no measurement of
azimuth is made, no reference is available along the y cos X axis. There-
fore, the three latitude fixes will only define a circle relative to the 6X axis.
Hence only U will be defined, but not U 
e y
If resolution of U into x and z components is desired, a measurement
e
of the longtitude gyro drift, U (in the normal four or five-gimbal mode), is
required. The longtitude gyro drift can be expressed as
U = U, cos - %l5,Nk (2-11)
Multiplying the fourth equation of the matrix equation (2-1) by cos X and
subtracting from it sin X times the sixth equation,
0(cos - SI XlA = SECe-EA 4 U Cos-r - UL sIzA (2-12)
But, 6 sec X = 6I , where 61 is the longtitude rate error. Therefore,
e
O(C05o;- s51,XA - Q * U, (2-13)
Neglecting the vertical error term again, and rearranging terms,
Si =: - YtSiN - (2-14)
From two successive fixes of 61 and y, U can be determined from
(2-14). With U , the x and z components, U and U , can now be specified.
e xdiagram, the
Having determined the constant drifts with the aid of the circle diagram, the
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gyros are torqued accordingly so as to remove the drifts.
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CHAPTER 3
THE MODIFIED-STRAPPED-DOWN SYSTEM
3.1 Gimbaled Systems
The self-sufficient nature of inertial navigation systems is character-
ized by the on-board measurement of the vehicle's acceleration. Integrating
this acceleration twice in the systems reference coordinate system therefore
gives the navigator the desired information of vehicle's position and velocity.
The gimbals of the conventional gimbaled system perform the function
of instrumenting a gyro-stabilized platform, upon which accelerometers are
mounted. Because the reference coordinate system is fixed to the stable
platform, the measured accelerations are already resolved in the reference
system and, hence, may be used directly as inputs to the navigation equa-
tions.
3. 2 The Strapped-Down System
In the gimballess, or strapped-down, configuration, the accelerometers
are fixed to the vehicle. The accelerations are therefore measured with
respect to a vehicle-fixed coordinate system. In certain applications, it
may be more convenient to solve the system equations in the vehicle's
coordinates. However, if some other reference coordinate system is used,
such as an inertially-fixed or slowly rotating system, the accelerations
measured in vehicle coordinates must be resolved, or transformed, into
the reference coordinate system. The required transformation is generated
from the rotational information of gyroscopes fixed to the vehicle. Although
several other methods of representing rotational transformations have been
studied for use in gimballess systems, the direction cosine transforma-
tion matrix appears to be the most feasible, and will be used throughout this
study.
20
rThe direction cosine matrix essentially stores the reference coordi-
nate system. Whereas, in the gimbaled case, the reference system was
stored geometrically, the transformation matrix performs an analytic
storage of the reference axes.
3. 3 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Strapped-Down System
The principal advantages of the strapped-down system are derived
from the relative simplicity of the electromechanical equipment. Some of
the more obvious advantages over a gimbaled system are 1) reduced size
and weight of the electromechanical portion of the system, 2) ease of
assembly, maintenance, and replacement of the inertial units, 3) reduced
power consumption since no gimbal servos are required, 4) no gimbal
servo stability problem and, 5) the elimination of the significant cost of
gimbals.
There are, however, three major disadvantages associated with a
strapped-down system. These are 1) the gyro torquing accuracy problem,
2) gyro output-axis torque and, 3) gyro cross-coupling torque problem.
3. 3.1 The Torquing Accuracy Problem
In a conventional strapped-down system which uses single-degree-of-
freedom gyros, angular velocity information is obtained by monitoring the
torquing signals which are used to precess the gyro at the vehicle's rate.
A gyro of navigational quality must be able to correctly indicate angular
velocities to within a small fraction of earth rate. On the other hand, the
gyro must also be capable of measuring the maximum angular velocity of the
vehicle which may range from several hundreds to several thousands of
earth rate units. Thus, the torquing system must simultaneously have the
required range and the required accuracy. For example, if the minimum
rate that must be measured is comparable to the drift of a navigational
f
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I
quality gyro,
i
and the maximum
angular velocity expected is one radian per second, a torquing accuracy of
one part in a hundred million is required. Although significant advances
are being made, the gyro torquing accuracy problem has remained the
prohibitive factor in the use of the strapped-down configuration for high
performance navigation systems.
3. 3. 2 The Output-Axis Torque Problem
If a gyroscope is subjected to an angular acceleration about its output-
axis, an erroneous angular velocity proportional to the acceleration will
be detected by the gyro. In the conventional gimballess system, this velocity
error must be removed by torquing the gyro, and this involves torquing
problems.
3. 3. 3 The Cross-Coupling Torque Problem
The cross coupling, or anisoinertia, torque is due to unequal moments
of inertia of the gyro float about the spin-axis and input-axis. A torque about
the output-axis results when there are simultaneous angular rates about the
spin and input axes. Thus, an erroneous angular velocity is detected by the
gyro which is proportional to the difference of the moments of inertia, and
the simultaneous angular rates. Removal of this error in the conventional
strapped-down system requires applying an equal and opposite amount of
torque to the gyro, thus, further increasing the complexity of the gyro tor-
quing system.
3.4 The Modified-Strapped-Down Inertial Navigation System
A new inertial navigation system has recently been disclosed by
Charles Broxmeyer and Aldo De Simone, while both were with the MIT
Instrumentation Laboratory. The new system configuration possesses
some of the characteristics of gimbaled systems, and of the conventional
22
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strapped-down systems, but does not strictly belong to either catagory.
This modified-strapped-down system apparently possesses the principal
advantages of both the gimbaled and gimballess systems, but does not
possess their major disadvantages. The unique characteristic of this
system is based on a novel inertial sensing device called the inertial
reference unit.
3. 4. 1 The Inertial Reference Unit
The inertial reference unit is basically comprised of 1) a single-
degree-of-freedom gyroscope, 2) a single-degree-of-freedom accelerometer,
and 3) an output-axis compensator, which will be described below.
The gyroscope is connected to the vehicle's frame by a shaft, whose
axis is coincident with the gyro's input-axis. A motor controlled by the
gyro error signal is able to rotate the shaft, or equivalently, the gyro case,
with respect to the vehicle. An incremental encoder mounted on the shaft,
then monitors the angular motion of the gyro case relative to the vehicle.
The gyro, its supporting structure, and read-out mechanism essentially
forms a single-axis stable table. A schematic diagram of the device is
shown in Figure 3. 1.
i he gyro ana ts supporting structure are similar to pendulous, inte-
grating, gyro accelerometers, called PIGA's. The essential difference
between the two devices is that the float of the PIGA's gyro has a mass
unbalance, whereas the float of the inertial reference unit's gyro is balanced.
The gyro control loop is closed so that the gyro error signal is kept
at null. That is, if the gyro senses an angular rotation about its input-axis,
it will precess about its output axis, producing an error signal at the signal
generator output. The error signal will then cause the motor to drive the
gyro about its input axis until the- error disappears. Thus, the rotation rate
23
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Figure 3.1 Schematic Diagram of an
Inertial Reference Unit
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e
-of the gyro case measured by the incremental encoder will be equal to the
component of vehicle angular velocity referred to an inertial coordinate
system which exists along the gyro's input-axis.
When the inertial reference unit is mounted on the vehicle, its input-
axis will always be in a fixed orientation relative to the vehicle frame.
Although the output-axis and spin-axis of the gyro are free to rotate about
the input-axis relative to the vehicle frame, these axes remain in a plane
fixed with respect to the vehicle.
Because of the closed-loop nature of the gyro control loop and the
fact that angular motion is obtained from an accurate digital encoder, the
torquing accuracy problem of the conventional strapped-down system does
not exist. Encoders of sufficient accuracy can be produced with state of
the art techniques.
The inertial reference unit is not subject to cross-coupling torques,
also. Since the device is essentially a stable platform with respect to the
gyro's input-axis, simultaneous angular rates about the spin-axis and input-
axis will not occur. That is, the angular rate of the gyro about its input axis
referred to inertial space will always be zero.
The output-axis torque problem is also solved very nicely by the
inertial reference unit. Consider a device similar in construction to the
single-degree-of-freedom gyro, but having a float that is a homogeneous
cylinder. This instrument, called an output-axis compensator, has signal
and torque generators, and a float which is constrained by a pulse torqued-
feedback loop, to remain at some null position relative to the case. If this
unit is mounted rigidly to the gyro of the inertial reference unit, with the
output-axes of both instruments parallel to each other, the signal applied to
the torque generator of the output-axis compensator will be proportional to
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the output-axis torque experienced by the gyro. Thus, with proper scaling,
the torquing pulses sent to the output-axis compensator can be applied to the
gyro to compensate for the output-axis torque. Of course, to be effective,
the same current source must be used to torque both instruments. The
accuracy or regulation of the current source has no effect on the accuracy
of the compensation because of the closed loop nature of the scheme. Any
changes in the level of the current source will automatically be compensated
for since the number of pulses will change accordingly in order that the com-i pensator's float remains nulled.
If a floated, pendulous accelerometer is mounted rigidly to the gyro,
with their input and output axes parallel, the accelerometer will not be sub-
jected to cross-coupling torque. The output-axis torque can be compensated
for with the same output-axis compensator used with the gyro.
In summary, the inertial reference unit will 1) measure absolute
incremental rotations of its case around an inertial reference axis, and 2)
measure specific force information along the same axis.
A schematic diagram of an inertial reference unit is shown in Figure
3.2.
3.4. 2 The Navigation System
The principal elements of the modified-strapped-down inertial naviga-
tion system are three inertial reference units and a computer. If the three
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mal to each other, these axes will define a vehicle-fixed coordinate system.
Each inertial reference unit will then supply angular rotation and specific
force information, referred to its axis, to the computer, which will perform
the necessary computations required to solve the navigation problem.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic Diagram of the Complete
Inertial Reference Unit
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The computer may be thought of as performing two separate tasks.
One of the tasks is similar to what the computer in a gimbaled system would
perform. This involves the solution of the conventional navigation problem
using, as inputs, specific force information referred to some indicated refer-
ence coordinate system, such as an instrumented local geographic frame.
The other principal function of the computer is to generate the transformation
matrix which will allow the specific force information measured in vehicle
coordinates to be transformed into the indicated reference coordinate system.
The rotational matrix of direction cosines transforms specific force
information from vehicle to indicated coordinate axes by,
4= C. (3-1)
where f. is the specific force vector in the indicated reference system,
1
T if the specific force measured by the inertial reference unit inv
vehicle axes, and
C. is the transformation matrix whose elements are the direction
1
cosines of the v-system axes with respect to the i-system axes.
vThe generation of C. requires the solution of nine first-order differen-
1
tial equations, which can be expresses in matrix notation as
C r= C r W -WC (3-2)
W and W. are the angular rate matrices of the vehicle and indicated
V 1
systems, respectively, and are of the form,I~~~o -
I. Wr
° -WVr W,
w 0 Wv· _
(3-3)
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where Wv, W and W are angular rates about the v-system axes. A
vy vz
proof of equation (3-2) can be found in Reference (13).
W is thus the angular rate information measured by the vehicle
mounted inertial reference units. W. is obtained from the navigation computa-
1
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chosen to be an inertially non-rotating system, W. would be zero.
1
Figure 3.3 shows a schematic diagram of a modified-strapped-down
inertial navigation system. It has been shown that this system possesses the
advantages of the conventional strapped-down system, and is not subject to
the torquing accuracy problem, the output-axis torque problem, or the cross-
coupling torque problem. However, if high performance over extended periods
of time is required, a major problem still exists with the modified strapped-
down system. This is the reset and gyro compensation problem.
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CHAPTER 4
RESETTING THE STRAPPED-DOWN SYSTEM
4.1 The Problem
In gimbaled systems, relatively simple relationships between system
output errors and gyro drifts exist, which do not vary with time. This is due
to the stable nature of the controlled member upon which the gyros are mount-
ed. This simplicity was demonstrated in Chapter 2, where the drift circle
was used to relate various output errors to the drifts of specific gyros. That
is, by simply examining the circle diagram for the last reset interval, the
drifts of the equatorial and Y gyros could be determined.
However, in the case of the strapped-down system, such simple re-
lationships do not exist. In a submarine application, a drift circle would
result only if the vehicle remained level and proceeded on a fixed heading.
Essentially what has happened is the inertially stable controlled member in
the gimbaled system has now become unstable. Although the transformation
matrix has assumed the role of the controlled member in storing a reference
coordinate system, it obviously has no stabilizing effect as far as the channeling
of gyro drift is concerned.
This phenomenon can be viewed more clearly if one visualizes the
drifts of each of the three orthogonal gyros as being components of a "total
drift" vector. Because the triad of gyros remains fixed with respect to the
indicated reference coordinate system in a gimbaled system, the "total drift"
vector will also remain fixed with respect to that system. Hence, the drifts
of the gyros are introduced into the system in a manner which does not vary
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Fwith time. Now consider the "total drift" vector of a strapped-down system.
In this case, the input axes are fixed to the vehicle. If the simple case of
constant drift is assumed, we see that the "total drift" vector will be constant
relative to the vehicle but will be varying its orientation as the vehicle's
orientation varies relative to the indicated coordinate system. When one
considers mass unbalance drifts in addition to constant drifts, the "total
drift" vector also becomes a function of the vehicle's orientation relative to the
gravity field. In this case, not only the orientation but the magnitude of the
"total drift" vector will be varying. From the viewpoint of the system equa-
tions being solved in the indicated coordinate system, components of any of
the three gyros will couple into the system to generate errors, depending on
the arbitrary position of the "total drift" vector relative to the indicated
r!nn-rdiannf vstm nn iCmmeirn1nlintel rrncniz7. the nPed fnrnme s.rt nf
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memory of the vehicle's motion if one is to solve the gyro compensation
problem.
4. 2 The Proposed Solution
The unique aspect of determining gyro compensation for a strapped-
down system as compared to the conventional gimbaled system is that know-
ledge of the time history of the arbitrary vehicle motion is required.
The proposed method of solution assumes that the system output errors
can be described fairly accurately as being linear functions of the gyro drifts.
As such, the errors, E., are related to the gyro drifts, U, by the following
equations shown below for convenience in matrix form and expressed in
Laplace notation.
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H,,(s) H, 2 (s)
Hz,(s) H2 (5)
Hm(,) H (S) - -
- - - Hn (s)
- --IH n(5s)
H,l(s)
Equation (4-1) reflects the requirement for linearity since the error, Ei, is
expressed as a sum of terms, each of which is a function of a particular gyro
drift, U.. If equation (4-1) is interpreted as defining a multiple-input,
J
multiple-output system, the elements, H.., each define a particular system
1J
transfer function. The drifts become the inputs, or forcing functions, which
produce the errors as system outputs.
Transforming equation (4-1) back to the time domain, and utilizing the
well-known convolution, or superposition, integral, the errors can be ex-
pressed as,
E (t)
2(t)
ema) -
t
h,,(t _-T Ur) (T) r
0
t
h 5 (t- ) U, c) J +
to~~~~~~
I
t
I ,"(t-j U ,(r)r+
t
+ 5 hn(t-.) UZl(t) Jr
O0
t
~~+ 5 hewn ({~If
+ I ji .<-) u (r)dr
0
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Et(s)
E,(s)
Em 
1l(s)
u2(s)
(4-1)
(4-2)
1
7
I
i
i
lI
i
i
i
i
-where h. (t) is the inverse Laplace transform of Hij(s).
It thus becomes clear that it is the convolution integral which will
provide a "memory" of the vehicle motion. In general usage, h(t-T) is often
termed the memory function and (t--) is called the memory time.
Use of equation (4-2) in determining gyro compensation proceeds as
follows:
The drift terms, Uj.(r), can usually be expressed as a function of some
basic constant associated with the particular drift source. Examples of these
basic drift constants would be mass unbalance coefficients, compliances, or
the magnitude of the component of constant drift in a gyro. It is the magnitude
of each of these drift constants which must be determined such that proper
compensation can be applied. In general, U(T) will also be a function of
vehicle motion, and hence will be time-varying. If U.(T) is expressed as the
J
product of a drift constant times its corresponding time-varying function,
the constant can be brought outside of the convolution integral. That is, if
U () Kj U () (4-3)
where U.(T) is the time varying function reflecting vehicle motion, then
t
ij(t) = Kj hj(t-K) U(r)d (4-4)
If equation (4-4) is integrated in real time and evaluated at time t,
iitK) A <j t(t) (4-5) 
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ij(t) is therefore a weighting function characterizing the error produced
by the drift constant, K;, in the time interval from t = 0 to t = t. A;(t,)
J L JJ 
is unique in the sense that it reflects the vehicle motion for that time interval.
For the case of n drift forcing f.unctions, an error would be expressed
as,
(-t) AKl i t +. K2 (t * * + K t) (4-6)
In practice, the weighting functions would be evaluated at the time that
the error quality is measured. If these fix measurements occur at time,
to, t 1' . t£ .. .tL, we will have,
6, (to ) K*(t )t **+ Kn BinLt )
%m(t;) = 6KA,,(tL) + + K.A 2 (tL) (4-7)
(t should be clarified that the errors, (t Kin (4-7) need not all
It should be clarified that the errors, e (t ), in (4-7) need not all
correspond to different system output quantities. Several of the equations of
(4-7) may be fixes of the same output quantity measured at different times.
If m = n, the drift constants, K, may be solved for. They may be
expressed in the form known as Cramer's Rule.
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Equation (4-8) points out the fact that the designer must be careful to
see that does not equal zero, in which case no solution will exist.
It is clear that this solution assumes a perfect fix. Thus, the success
of the reset operations depends a great deal on the accuracy of the system
which makes the fix. What this means, effectively, is that the ratio of the
noise in the fix measurement to the magnitude of the actual system output
errors must be small. This implies that a minimum amount of time must
be allowed between resets in order that the system errors be large compared
to the expected noise of the fix. If the magnitude of the indicated error is
comparable to the noise level of the fix measuring system, no reset can be
made. Of course, if this occurs when the fix measuring system has a low
noise level, this is equivalent to the situation where no reset is required.
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Once the drift constants have been determined, appropriate compensa-
tion can then be applied to the gyros to effect the removal of the drift. Such
an operation is open-loop in character, and, hence, is somewhat undesirable
from the engineering point of view. Either through human error, computing
equipment malfunction or large fix errors, it is possible that the newly applied
ari rmnrrpnatin will not imrn-v T stPm nperformancer or for that mnnitt--r.
might even down-grade its performance. The operation is open-loop in the
sense that no check is made on the effect of the computed compensation newly
inserted into the system until the next fix is made, which will usually be on
the order of several hours. But such is the nature of the beast. If it were
possible to internally close a loop on gyro drift compensation, the reset
operation would not be necessary. Thus, the reset operation can be thought
of as pnrfnrminc a feedbac-k firnction. althoilah it is of a samrled-data nature.
and possesses a low sampling-rate. The sampling rate for the inertial naviga-
tion system is, of necessity, low since high sampling rates, which would
effectively be equivalent to taking a continuous fix, would make the system
unnecessary. In a submarine application, the sampling rate is determined
by the maximum amount of time the system will perform within specifications.
The less drift that is present in the system, the longer will be the reset inter-
val. Thus it is apparent, and this is true with all inertial navigation equipment,
the limiting factor in system performance is the quality of the gyroscopes.
The remainder of the reset procedure is involved with correcting the
output errors which exist when the reset is made. All outputs which have
hpn nnnitnrd with fixisP will f rTSe hbe set to the values measured by
the fix. I the situation where a reset cannot be made instantaneously at the
time the fix is made, the corrections must be weighted by the effect of the
time interval between fix and reset times. uantities which were not measured
can be corrected by calculating-what the computed drift constants would have
__ __ _--- _____I___. - -z-- __ _ _ - - - X ___ _ __-__-
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contributed as errors. Thus subtraction of the computed error from the
actual system output will constitute the resetting of these quantities. Re-
setting these "unfixed" quantities, of course, assumes that the appropriate
weighting functions describing the "unfixed" output have been generated
throughout the interval between resets.
i In summary, the procedure to be used in resetting the strapped-down
system is as follows:
1) Determine the transfer functions, hij (t), relating gyro drifts to
system outputs to be fixed, or to be corrected.
2) Express gyro drifts in terms of basic drift constants and time
varying functions reflecting the vehicle motion, such that the
constants can be factored separately into the form -- KU.' (T).
3) Solve the convolution integral in real time.
4) When a fix is taken, record the values of the weighting function.
5) When the number of fixed quantities equals the number of unknown
drift constants, determine the values of the constants.
6) Apply gyro compensation dictated by the computed values of drift
constants.
7) Correct system outputs, using fix measurements when directly
applicable, or by computing error contributions based on the
computed drift constants.
8) Start the next reset interval at step 3).
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CHAPTER 5
THE SUBMARINE APPLICATION
5.1 The Submarine Application as an Example
The application of the modified strapped-down system as the navigator
of a marine vehicle presents a realistic example where the reset operation is
an important phase of successful inertial navigation. Especially in the case of
missile launching submarines, where the vehicle must essentially isolate itself
from the outside world, accurate performance of the navigation system over
extended periods of time can only be obtained by implementing a sound reset
procedure.
Besides being a very realistic example, it is also a very interesting
one. Unlike some systems which may solve its equations with respect to an
inertially non-rotating coordinate system, the submarine's navigation system
instruments a geographic coordinate system which, in general, rotates in
inertial space. The result of this rotation is reflected in the system equations
by the presence of various oscillatory modes.
5.2 Derivation of the Error Matrix
The coordinate systems used in this analysis are all right-handed,
orthogonal Cartesian systems with x, y, and z axes. The rotation matrix,
C , expressed as,
n
C
11
c' c' c
C C c
C CY C
3 3 3
(5-1)
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is the matrix of transformation between the m and n coordinate systems.
The elements of C are the direction cosines of the m system axes with
n
respect to the n system axes. Therefore C would be the cosine of the angleX
between the z axis of the m system and the x axis of the n system. Let i
refer to the indicated geographic system, t refer to the actual geographic
system, and v refer to a coordinate system fixed to the vehicle.
The transformation matrix between the i and t systems can be expressed
as,
Ct -t (5-2)
iTaking the total differential of C
V
C,, = c'v + C C, (5-3)
The term Ct can be expressed as a function of Cv and the angular velocitiest t
of the i and t systems relative to the third system which for convenience will
be considered inertially non-rotating. That is
Cj = C W - WC (5-4)
. +
where W is the vehicle's angular velocity, and
v
Wt is the angular velocity of the actual geographic system.
The angular velocity matrices are of the form,
rn
o-w,, Wy
w. o -w, 
-wy w," omyWm 0
(5-6)
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Ci can also be written as,
V
*i. -
C = C W -W, C (5-7)
where W. is the computed angular velocity of the indicated frame, and
1
W is the measured angular velocity of the vehicle, and hencevm
contains drift components.
Substituting (5-4) and (5-7) into (5-3),
C C w -W C C + C C W - W C (5-8)
. +. 
Sv i ii Since C C Ct t can be written, after rearranging terms,t v t t
C, C, WC w C t (W,-W) (59)
But (W - W ), the difference between the measured and actual
vm v
vehicle angular velocity, is just equal to the drift, let
W-MW \J=U (5-10)
where
0 -UV U 11
UVI - -
-Ur Urx 0
(5-11)
and will be called the "total drift" vector.
Substituting (5-10) into (5-9)
= Wi - c t c (5-12)
-L. t +t V
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If we use the identity, C =t
t = C W.
E = C W - W C L
C C , equation (5-12) becomes,
t 1
- C( U C )
4. L V
tPremultiplying both sides of (5-13) by C 
1
t *i.
ci C t Wi C  W'.W .e WCL-C  (C' UCL)L & i t t L + L V (5-14)
Since Cm Cn = I, the unit matrix,
n m
- C= 
C t C C U C (5-15)i i 't i 
For "almost coincident" coordinate systems, it was shown in Appendix A,
t
that C7 can be express
1
ed as
I
C. = -4
+ J3
+ -
i + x
- C4 1
I+A (5-16)
(14)In books treating matrices it is shown that the inverse of a rotation
matrix between two Cartesian coordinate systems is equal to its transpose.
Therefore,
i - t
C CC LT I I - a
-. o0 I
= I-A (5-17)
Differentiating (5-17) with respect to time,
0 -o= _ A
& 0
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(5-13)
¾t = 0
t (5-18)
Iw
Therefore,
C, c ( +A)(-A) (5-19)
If second order terms are neglected
Ct C -A (5-20)
Equation (5-15) can now be written as
-A : W .- C t C - C U C
The similarity transformation for anti-symmetric matrices can be applied to
(5-21) to yield the following vector equation,
-A = Wi C W - C u. (5-22)
Expressed in component form,
& W.- 4 - Yw + W. - Ux
A W - w), - -t u + rwt. - y (5-23)
= , W- w - uwt + tW t -
where U, Uy and Uz are the components of drift transformed from vehicle
to indicated coordinate systems.
By following a similar development to that used in Appendix A for the
navigation error equations, and again assuming a stationary vehicle, the
following error matrix shown as (5-24) will result.
In addition to the drift terms of (5-24) being functions of vehicle motion,
the difference between (5-24) and (2-1) is the appearance of a minus sign before
the drift column matrix of (5-24). A physical interpretation of this minus sign
can be obtained by considering the following:
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If a gimbaled system is operating in the three-gimbal mode, the input
axes of the gyros mounted on the stable member will define the indicated coor-
dinate system. If the "total drift" vector of the three gyros is defined as being
positive, the stable member, and hence the indicated coordinate system, will
rotate in a positive sense. That is, the stable member will "follow"' the gyro
drift. However, in the case of the strapped-down system, a positive "total
drift" vector will cause the transformation computer to interpret the drift as
a positive angular velocity of the vehicle with respect to the indicated coordinate
system. Thus the indicated coordinate system will appear to rotate in a nega-
tive sense. In other words, the indicated coordinate system will rotate "away"
from the actual drift direction. Hence, the appearance of the minus sign.
5. 3 The Error Transfer Functions
Comparison of equations (5-22) and (5-23) shows that,
USx = Ca + CY + C u
tU t C y,,t + Cymaul + CUzU (5-25)
L -- Cu, t Cyy 4 C 3 ut
where the C's are the elements of the transformation matrix C. , which is
instrumented in the system by the transformation computer. The u 's are
V
the gyro drifts measured about the gyro input axes.
By developing the circle diagram equations as was done in Chapter 2,
and by taking into account the minus sign before the drift terms, the following
equations will result.
'rcos7X - . - x5N - U zcosX (5-26)
LX = Q0.cos?. - (5-27)
iA. ' _ [5rsmA + UX co;X Ui siw7 (5-28)
~1 = -~'s,.' . U.xCO?.-lz,
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Multiplying (5-26) by tan X,
2XSIN)X = -•LTAN7A S - UX SIN - I1i I s
cosX (5-29)
Substituting (5-29) into (5-28),
SI = TA N + U X (cos + Cos X
= QTAN X .kt U SEC)
Equations (5-26), (5-27), and (5-30) can be used to construct the
following flow graph, expressed in Laplace notation.
(5-30)
Figure 5-1 Flow Diagram of the Error Equations
The transfer functions between the errors and the drifts, as determined
from the flow graph, are:
5,Ls) = - IN7\ -Q (5-31)
U (s) 52 4 L2X C
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_Ski) = - (5-32)
Uy(s) sn.
x(5) = - cosX IL (5-33)
i• () = - TANA $ (5-34)
U, C) I-an
(s) = SECX ).- (5-35)
U(s) 5 +zS (5-36)
{i(s) = COSX' + SINATANA S (5-37)
!.~(s) .5 S2.
U (S) -TAN' .
UL(5) S=+T-f (5-38)
S(US) = SINX 5 - S.X
s.(3) 5+L 5 (5-39)
These transfer functions correspond to the H..(s) terms introduced in
1J
equation (4-1) as system transfer functions. Transformation of these functions
into the time domain y-ield system impulse responses which describe simple
integrators or harmonic oscillators with natural frequencies equal to earth's
rate, as shown below.
h (t) -- S r-at (5-311,(5-31
h () - cost+ (5-321)
(5-331)U(t = -:CoS5Nt
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( t) = -TANA cost (534 )
h t) = sEC7A SNflt (5-351)
hr u(t) = -cs/l{ (51361)
Ih~l.Ul~~~~~t -CdS ~~~~(5-371)
ha 4(~ct) = co' 5 )Jt + SNATAIO cosft (5-371)
ha (t) = -TAN7A CO sn' (5-381)
hau(t) = s, IN cost - SINA ( )at (5391)
5.4 Drift Forcing Functions
Extensive analysis of single-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes has been
performed. (1) (16) (1) (1) Some studies included investigations of gyroscope
behaviour when the device is subjected to various environmental conditions
(19) (20) () which are similar to a strapped-down environment, i.e. linear
and angular vibrations. Gyro drift can be considered as being comprised of
four principal components; 1) a nonacceleration sensitive, or constant, com-
ponent caused primarily by flex-lead and microsyn-reaction torques, 2)
acceleration sensitive, or mass unbalance, torques due to moments along the
input-axis and open-axis, 3) acceleration-squared sensitive torques caused
by compliances of the gyro inner package, and 4) a random component. Reset
data from submarine inertial navigation systems at sea indicate that the assump-
tion of constant drift, and consequently the use of a circle-diagram in resetting,
is well justified. Because the gyros remain in essentially a fixed orientation
relative to the gravity field and are not subjected to large translational
acceleration, the "constant" component of drift determined by the circle
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constant. In a strapped-down environment, these mass unbalance torques
will undoubtably become a major source of drift. In the following analysis,
only constant and mass unbalance drifts will be considered. In a later section,
compensation for other drift sources will be discussed.
Let the vehicle axes defined by the three orthogonal gyro input axes be
such that the x-axis points forward along the roll axis of the vehicle, the y-axis
is along the pitch axis to star-board, and the z-axis is down, along the yaw
axis.
vThe transformation matrix, Cv , will transfer specific force measure-
. * . . _ _ . 'I . . _ _ _ _1 -  . _- _ s _ _ !__ ' _ _ - _- t_ 
ments in these vehicle coordinates to the nalcatea geograpnic coorulnadte
system. It thus provides an analytical storage of the indicated system. If
the vehicle's axes are perfectly aligned with the true geographic axes, and the
transformation matrix is correct, it will be a unit matrix.
5.4. 1 Constant Drift
In Section 5. 3 it was shown that the drift forcing functions, UX, Uy,
and UZ could be expressed in terms of the elements of the direction cosine
transformation matrix and the drift measured by the gyros. The equations are
shown below for convenience.
Uy = Cu + Cu + Cu
x ¥X $
tz = Cyus + GCU S U (5-2 5)
= C 3UY + CU
CUVK + C- U3 I
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In the simple case of constant drifts, u , the corresponding drift
forcing functions are identical to (5-25) where now, u = uk. That is
_I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~h i
ux
Uy
U 
V
CL
UkA
Uky
Uk
L
(5-40)
5.4.2 Mass Unbalance Drift
In Chapter 3 it was observed that although the plane defined by a
gyro's output and spin axes remained fixed relative to the vehicle, the axes
themselves were free to rotate about the input-axis. Therefore, there exists
an arbitrary choice as to how the output axis will be initially positioned. It
should be noted that after some arbitrary motion, if the vehicle axes return
to their original orientation, the output axis will not necessarily be at its
original position. The angular displacement discrepancy is a result of the
non-additive property of finite rotation angles. This phenomenon can be
described as a coning effect, although "coning" drift does not occur in the
modified strapped-down system because angular rotations are measured about
the instantaneous gyro input-axes.
For the present, let us assume that the X and Y gyros have their output
axes vertical, and the output-axis of the Z gyro is horizontal, initially.
Expressions for mass unbalance drifts in vehicle coordinates will
first be determined. Then use of equation (5-25) will put these drifts in the
desired form.
Because mass unbalance torque about the output-axis of the gyro is a
function of the gravity field, an expression for the gravity vector in vehicle
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vehicle coordinates by,
' .= Ctg ' (5-41)
where C is the transformation matrix between the actual geographic and
v
vehicle systems, and go' in geographic coordinates, is,0
i0 ° = (g. (5-42)
The matrix Ct is never known exactly by the system, although its
v
attempt to instrument C results in C, (Ci being the transpose of Cv ).
v v v 1
Since, for a system with reasonable performance, the angle errors between
the t and i systems are of the order of a couple of minutes of arc, t can be
expressed fairly accurately by,
w h e = C -, (5-43)
where,
I= CV TIC C
v LT 
C: CX C 
CY CY 3
C3 CI Cac, q 
If i , i , and i denote unit matrices along the vehicle coordinates,
using (5-42), (5-43), and (5-44),
V -
9 9o (c3 + c[ ci 3 ) (5-45)
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(5-44)
h·r .
Consider a mass unbalance moment, UA, along the input axis. If
iA and -OA are unit vectors along the input and output axes, respectively,
the resultant torque about the output-axes is,
IA UIA (IA X OA (5-46)
Similarly, the torque about the output-axis due to a mass unbalance along the
spin-axis, SA, is,
rSA = USA (5^ x v ) ' tOA (5-47)
Since the input axes define the vehicle coordinates, iiA = iV The
vector iOA and the unit vector along the spin-axis, 1SA, can be defined by
rtation nfgles &ktiE +1 inV'llt+- 9;F +1e f+ 4 l-;inv A arT%1nf =rA m nha-, ^tr-m
by 90 degrees. Let the rotation angles, called , 0 , and and correspond-
ing to the X, Y, and Z gyros, be defined as the angles of the output axes
relative to some initial reference direction. For simplicity, let us assume
that when the vehicle's axes are initially aligned with the geographic axes,
the output axes of the X and Y gyros are vertical and the Z gyro output-axis
is along the i direction. In this case, 0 will just be equal to the integral
of the rate measured by the gyro, thereafter.
~~~~II IA
LSA 
Figure 5-2 Definition of 0
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Using (5-45), (5-46), (5-47), and (5-48), the torque about the output-
axis of the x gyro due to IA mass unbalance is,
rIAIAx = -. u:A (c3 ,N 69
and the torque due to spin-axis mass unbalance is,
SAx 9· SAx 3
Similarly, for the Y and Z gyros,
.SUly (C 3 Cos Oy -C 1 iney )
SAy
IrA1A I
s ULsAy C 3
=. uz3 (Co3 .. +
^ = to a CSA-i J6SA 3
Expressed as drifts measured at the gyro input axes,
U = S. ( U.M ( C Cos X - C 3 SN ) + UA C
(5-52)
(5-53)
(5-54)
)
v (UAY ( 3lk Vv XAV c6s -- C
3 slN )4 US^ CY )u3^
u., (U $3 (Cgb3 + C s'NJV USA3 C3
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(5-48)
+ C
3
C63 6X (5-49)
(5-50)
(5-51)
(5-55)
Cy S)v 0. 
where H is the angular momentum of the gyro spin wheel.
The total drift forcing function will therefore be,
U X
Us fu C a
Uu
Thus, the drift forcing functions can
Uks , UAs, and UAs.
1,kx , U r"x
uky +U t(5-56)
ky ' y
be expressed as functions of Ci, O-angles,
5.5 Determination of the Drift Constants
As an example of the use of the convolution integral in providing
weighting functions of past vehicle motion, consider the latitude error pro-
duced by a constant drift, Uky, in the Y-gyro. For further simplicity, let
us assume that the vehicle is operating near the equator, in which case X = 0.
Equations (4-2), (5-32), (5-33), and (5-40) give, for the component of latitude
error produced by Uky,
t t
A S( =-cosA (t-r)C U J d - ,51N41l-T)cnu,¢ Wt
(5-57)0 0
To express equation (5-57) in a form more suitable for real-time
solution by the system computer, use of trigonometric identities for the sine
and cosine of the difference of two angles will give,
t t
Ai tk = - icy EOt 5co src jr + slS jsIarcy dr
+ spI1{t f cosSC, a - co St1N aTC:T 3t (5-58)
6 $
where uky has -been brought outside the integrals, since it has been assumed
to be a constant.
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With the computer's integrators set to zero at the start of the reset
interval (t = 0), the integrals of (5-58) are solved continuously in real-time.
When a fix on latitude is made at some time t , the bracketed term of (5-58)
o
is evaluated and recorded. This term, which has now been recorded as a
constant, is the weighting function on how much error uky has contributed
in the latitude output. If A6X (t) is the error contribution,
i (to) ~- uky At) (5-59)
whereA (t ) is the weighting function. Thus, if all gyro drift constants are
accounted for, the latitude error determined by the fix measurement would
be expressed as a sum of A6X(to ) components similar to (5-59). That is,
for n unknown drift constants,
X(t.) = u; A;(t ) (5-60)
rxr_:_X-: A<^:> A..J A :s- h .s a lo o Lwelgntlng unctiuns ±ur longltuude anu czlminiLrr Trrurs LruUM CL4OU UC
computed in the system. The expressions for the weighting functions of latitude
error when constant and mass unbalance drifts are assumed, and expressions
for longitude and azimuth errors when only constant drifts are assumed are
shown in Appendix B.
Since each fix of either latitude, longitude or azimuth results in one
equation containing n unknowns, corresponding to the n unknown drift constants,
a total of n fixed quantities is required for the evaluation of the n unknowns.
In general, fixes of latitude, longitude and azimuth are available.
Depending on vehicle position or meteorological conditions, such as cloud
cover or sea state, perhaps only one or two of these quantities will be avail-
able. Because azimuth measurements take a relatively long fix time and
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Trequire vehicle exposure above the surface, usually fixes of only latitude
and longitude are made using the Loran system. Such measurements can
be made fairly quickly and do not require serious vehicle exposure.
It should be mentioned here that the interval between fixes must not
be too short. If the same quantity is fixed too soon, the weighting functions
and the measured errors will not have changed very much since the last fix
was taken, and no new information will have been obtained by the fix. Stated
another way, two of the n fix equations will be dependent, thus making the
determinant in the denominator of (4-8) zero.
5.6 The .Reset Operation
The reset operation basically involves 1) the correction of system
onltoni-t errnrs whirh mr.v exi.st nd 2 the. nnlicantion of proner vro comnen-
sation in order that the tendency for the growth of output errors is reduced.
After the required number of fixes have been obtained, the drift
constants can be calculated. A reset is usually made immediately after the
last fix has been taken so that the fix measurements may be used directly to
correct the fixed output quantities. Outputs which have not been fixed are
~~~~~. . .. . . . . . . _ _I_
corrected. by a simple calculation involving the computed aritt constants ana
the weighting functions for the particular quantity being corrected. This is
essentially a reversal of the procedure for determining the drift constants,
since now the drift constants are known and the error is unknown. Subtraction
of the computed error from the system output value constitutes the correction
of the unfixed quantity.
At reset, the computed values of the drift constants are used in
generating torquing signals to the gyros. The computer instruments equation
(5-55) using the new values of UiA and USA. Adding these mass unbalance
torquing values to the computed constant drift values, the computer controls,
through pulse torquing, the required compensation to each gyro.
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When these reset operations have been done, the weighting function
integrators are zeroed and the next reset interval is begun.
5.7 Discussion
Reference to Appendix B shows that a sizeable amount of computing
equipment is required to perform the necessary reset computations. How-
ever, this is not surprising since the proposed reset solution inherently
involves the storage of information. Such an operation usually means the
addition of more computing machinery.
Because a submarine remains fairly level, especially when it is
submerged, a possibility exists for making several simplifications in the
equations which must be solved. This characteristic of having essentially
planar motion means that cross-coupling terms between the x-y plane and
the z-axis will be small. In terms of the transformation matrix, the elements
C , C, C , and C will be small compared to the others. These simplifica-
tions will be discussed more fully in the following chapter.
If constant and mass unbalance drifts are assumed, nine drift constants
must be solved for. Their evaluation, therefore, requires a total of nine
fixed quantities. In the usual case where only latitude and longitude fixes are
available, five fix intervals are needed. Although the number may appear to
be large, it must be recognized that the drift of all three gyros will be deter-
mined with only latitude and longitude information. In the gimbaled case,
no compensation to the Y gyro can be applied without an azimuth fix.
If only constant drift is assumed, only one fix interval will be required
if azimuth, latitude, and longitude are measured, compared to the minimum
of two fix intervals for the gimbaled case. The possibility of assuming constant
drift in a strapped-down system is not unrealistic since past experience with
single-degree-of-freedom gyros has shown that only a slow change, or "creeping',
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in the mass unbalance coefficients takes place as time passes. If this
proves to be the case in a strapped-down application, the first few resets
would be performed assuming constant and mass unbalance drifts. After
the mass unbalances have been fairly well determined, resets could be
based on the constant drift model, with only occasional mass unbalance
checks being performed thereafter. The advantage of being able to com-
pensate all three gyros with only one fix interval is great. Compared to
gimbaled system reset performance, it either will allow the fix interval to
be increased substantially with little loss in system performance, or it will
improve system performance if reset intervals comparable to those used
with gimbaled systems is maintained. Of course the effectiveness of the
constant gyro drift model with slowly varying mass unbalance in a strapped-
down environment is questionable at this time and can only be determined by
extensive experiments.
The problem of compensating for compliance drifts appears to be a
formidable one. In addition to being functions of vehicle orientation, the
effect of angular and translational accelerations must be accounted for. Such
drifts are neglected in gimbaled systems since the stable platform renders
them negligible. Although compliance torques can be analytically described
in terms of compliance constants, in addition to the previously mentioned
quantities, the complexity and sheer number of computations required to
determine these constants by the method of this thesis precludes such a
solution. It would appear that the most feasible way of attacking this problem,
should compliance drifts prove to be a major error source, would be to
improve the inertial device itself.
Random drift, by its very nature, presents a difficult problem. Even
in the simple case of a gimbaled system, resets for random drift are not
attempted, although various studies have been directed towards this end.
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TThe major problem appears to be a lack of reliable statistical data with
which to describe the random behavior. This is due to the fact that little
concern has been focused on random drift, since it has been found to be
small compared to the constant component. Perhaps all the designer can
do on this account is to hope that the random drift component will also be
small in the strapped-down application.
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CHAPTER 6
SIMPLIFICATIONS AND SIMULATIONS OF
THE SUBMARINE RESET
6. 1 Simplifications
The motion of a submarine relative to its local geographic coordinate
system is not completely arbitrary. Although the vehicle's heading may be
arbitrary, the vehicle remains relatively level throughout its cruise. That
is, its motion is effectively restricted to being planar, with respect to the
geographic system. Moreover, when submerged, list can be controlled very
closely. The possibility therefore exists for simplifying the reset computations
without appreciably reducing the effectiveness of the reset operation. The
simplification of the three-dimensional problem to the two-dimensional one
X Y Cz Cinvolves setting the elements C, Cy , x C of the transformation matrixz  y
to zero and C to one. This reduces the direction cosine matrix to a two-by-
z
two matrix.
In this chapter, a study is made to determine the effectiveness'of
resets performed under the assumption that vehicle motion is planar. The
procedure to be used is the following:
1) Determine a realistic model of submarine motion from experimental
data.
2) Simulate, on a digital computer, the reset operation with and without
simplifications. In the simplified case, C = C = C = C = 0
z z x y
and C = 1.
z
3) Evaluate the effectiveness of the reset using simplifications.
A secondary, but nevertheless important, reason for making these
simulations i that they will provide a good check on the general reset solution
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Tproposed by this thesis. If the vehicle's axes are initially aligned with the
geographic axis, and are then only allowed to oscillate about this orientation,
the errors generated in the strapped-down system should be similar to those
generated by a gimbaled system. A comparison would therefore provide a
check on the correctness of the strapped-down reset equations.
6.2 Submarine Motion
The U. S. Navy Department's David Taylor Model Basin has been an
ideal source for experimental data on submarine motion. In a series of
(22)
reports, a spectrum analysis of the motion of the U.S.S. Raton (SSR270)
during sea trials is presented. Figure 6.1 shows a representative spectrum
of roll motion when proceeding submerged in a state 5 sea. Pitch and roll
motion spectra for submerged, surfaced, or snorkeling conditions all have
the same general profile, where most of the energy is concentrated at
approximately 0.5 radians per second. The major difference between the
spectra, as far as this study is concerned, is that the area under the spectra
varied. For the purposes of this investigation, the spectrum profile shown
in Figure 6. 1 can be used to describe both pitch and roll motion. The mean
square value, which is equal to the area under the spectrum, will, of course,
vary.
6.2.1 The Model
A major consideration concerning the choice of a model which describes
vehicle motion is the amount of computer time required to simulate realistic
time intervals between resets. We have seen that the evaluation of the error
weighting functions involves the integration process. If the function being
integrated is a continuous function, as would be the actual case of the varying
direction cosines, the integration operation on a general purpose digital com-
puter would involve a time consuming iterative process such as a Runge-Kutta
+r,4 .nr;-n-1, Wkgrn ons, ir tht the -rind f thet sub1mahrines motion is
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roughly 2r/0. 5 or 12. 5 seconds, any reasonably accurate integration tech-
nique for a continuous function would have to use integration steps on the
order of several hundredths, or at most, tenths of seconds. Use of such
small integration steps would result in simulation times which would be
comparable to the real time being simulated. Since reset intervals are on
the order of several hours, such a simulation would be too costly. In an
actual system, the integration computations would be performed on a Digital
Differential Analyzer, which is much better suited to the generation of the
weighting functions.
A scheme which overcomes this difficulty is the following:
If the rolling and pitching motion is described by a train of rectangular
pulses, the elements of the direction cosine matrix will change their values
in discrete steps, while remaining constant between these steps. Thus, the
time consuming iterative integration process is not required. Instead, evalua-
tion of the weighting functions now reduces to much faster summation operations.
Use of a rectangular wave process to simulate vehicle motion, which
is actually sinusoidal in nature, can be justified if the process has a spectrum
similar to that shown in Figure 6. 1. From a statistical standpoint, the dis-
continuous motion will have the same effect on the weighting functions as would
the continuous motion.
Thus the problem remains of finding a rectangular wave process which
possesses a spectrum similar to that shown in Figure 6.1.
Consider a periodic wave of rectangular pulses whose amplitude re-
verses sign every T/2 seconds and is normally distributed with mean M and
standard deviation (. Examples of this process are shown in Figures 6.2 and
6.3.
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Figure 6. 2
t
Roll Motion Model
( M= 6.735 ,or= 4.76° )
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Figure 6. 3 Roll Motion Model
( M= 15 ,o= 10.5 )
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The probability density function of the amplitude, x, is given by,
As () - l e a (6-1)
As derived in Appendix C, the autocorrelation function corresponding
to this process is shown in Figure 6.4. This function can be separated into
a periodic component (Figure 6. 5) and a random component (Figure 6; 6).
The power spectrum for the periodic component is
(W.) = (M1
~~~~~~Iw
where T 
The power density spectrum of the random component is,
/
(6-3)
Derivations of these expressions can be found in Appendix C. The two
spectra are plotted in Figures 6.7 and 6. 8.
It is intended that rectangular waves of this type be used to describe
the values of the direction cosines which will be oscillating about zero. The
other elements of the matrix can then be determined using the orthogonality
constraints placed on the direction cosine matrix.
Comparison of Figure 6. 1 with Figures 6. 7 and 6. 8 shows that there
seems to be little similarity between the experimental and rectangular wave
spectra. Hence one would think that the proposed rectangular wave process
will not realistically describe vehicle motion. However, a closer examination
of the problem at hand will show that this process is indeed adequate for the
purposes of this study.
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Vehicle motion can be viewed as being composed of a low frequency
component and a high frequency component. The low frequency changes in
the direction cosine matrix correspond to changes in the vehicle's heading.
The high frequency modulation of the direction cosines is caused by the roll-
ing and pitching motion. Thus, the direction cosines between the x and y
axes of the vehicle and the x and y axes of the geographic system will, in
general, have both low and high frequency components. The direction cosines
Cx, CY, C, and CZ will be composed of only high frequencies since they are
z z x y
proportional to the roll and pitch angles only, and not ship's heading.
We have previously seen that each weighting function used in determining
the unknown drift constants is computed as a solution of a convolution integral.
The weighting function can thus be physically interpreted as being the output
signal of an electrical circuit in response to some input signal. The electrical
circuits were found, in Chapter 5, to be simple harmonic oscillators, or L-C
filters, with earth's rate as their natural frequency. The input signals to
these filters are the analogs of the drift forcing functions, expressed as func-
tions of the direction cosines.
In the present study, we are primarily interested in the magnitude of
weighting functions generated by the direction cosines which only contain high
frequency components. From the standpoint of the electrical analog, we are
essentially trying to determine the output of a filter tuned to 7. 3 X 10 5 radians
per second when excited by high frequency signals. Since almost all of the
input signals, as can be seen in Figure 6. 1, are of frequencies much higher
-5than 7. 3 X 10 radians per second, it can safely be assumed that the majority
of these signals is concentrated at one high frequency. The discrete spectrum
of Figure 6. 7 will thus adequately describe the high frequency inputs. The
power density spectrum of Figure 6.8 will then provide the low frequency input
power. The justification for using the rectangular wave process hinges on the
fact that we are basically interested in the magnitude of the weighting function.
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T6. 3 The Weighting Function
When the direction cosines are described by rectangular pulses,
solution of the convolution integral reduces to a simple summation operation.
As an example, consider a typical weighting function of the form,
t
F(t) = cost cotsn.rC dJT
O
Since C changes its value every T/2
Y
within this interval, (6-4) can be written as,
(6-4)
seconds and remains constant
F(t)
R- I
= cO fstt CX 
n-1
+ slNlnt, 5io
o d cOnr dri
; t.,I
t;
LY
where t = nT/Z and ti+l - ti = T/2.
n 1~ 
But
Approximating (t. +
t.r oQ-1
I (slNnt - SIt4At )
W~~~~~~14
ti)/2 by t.,
- 2 cosflt SN nT
.f~
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t
4.-SIflt SINfiC; iT'
0
(6-5)
cosOT d '
t.
(6-6)
(6-7)
2 CO .tf t ) SI I (. t)L fL+ 
TSimilarly,
nSI =A2 SlNt SIn QT(6-8)
t. (6 -8)
Substituting (6-7) and (6-8) into (6-5),
F(t - K coft. t C osaft
+ SINnf %t r 2=o· nt,] (6-9)
where K= 2 sin 4 /.
In a simulation, the digital computer would solve equation (6-9) by
continuously performing the indicated summation operations as time is
incremented. Then, when a fix is taken, the whole weighting function is
evaluated and stored for later use in computing the unknown drift constants.
6.4 Simulations
At the outset of the simulation study, it was decided to assume only
constant drifts. Inclusion of the mass unbalance drift components would re-
sult in a significant increase in computer time, without appreciably contribut-
ing any new information. In all runs, an initial drift of 1 degree per hour was
used for all three gyros. For the sake of simplicity, it was also decided that
the vehicle have no translational motion, and maintain a constant zero heading.
The placing of a constraint on heading is not germane to the problem since
heading changes will be of very low frequency and will not affect the high
frequency motion which is presently of interest. Also, if the vehicle is
oriented with its roll axis pointing north, the vehicle's coordinate system
will remain roughly aligned with its geographic axes, as in the case of a
gimbaled system. Thus, a comparison with error curves from previous
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studies on gimbaled systems can be made to provide a check on the reset
eqstudies on ging baled systems can be made to pr vide a check on the reset
equations being used in the computer program.. In order that several reset
intervals could be simulated in a reasonable amount of computer time, the
further simplifying assumption of simulating only roll motion was made.
This assumption is not serious since simulating both pitch and roll motion
would essentially mean only increasing the number of weighting functions
that must be computed. The character of the high frequency direction cosines,
and their effect on the weighting functions will still be realistic.
When only roll motion is present, the geometry of the coordinate
systems dictates that C and C be zero. The direction cosines, Cz and
z x y
Cy, will therefore be the only oscillating terms that will be neglected in
Z_ . _ _ _ r 1 __ 1 I .1 _ I
etiecting the slmpllile reset computations. A blOCK aiagram of the simula-
tion program is presented in Appendix D.
The first set of reset simulations were performed under the condition
that only latitude and longtitude fixes were available. The mean value of the
simulated roll motion, that is, the mean value of the amplitude of the rectangu-
lar pulses, corresponded to the most severe experimental rolling data, which
occured when the vehicle was proceeding on the surface of a state 5 sea at 15
knots. In reference 22, this value is given as 6.735 degrees. The standard
deviation of the amplitude was chosen to correspond to . 707 times the mean,
or about 4.760.
In the first run, no reset was made. The errors generated over a
28 hour period are shown in Figure 6. 9. Since the ship's heading was kept
at zero, the error curves showed close similarity with errors generated in a
gimbaled system. The latitude and azimuth errors are 90 degrees out of phase,
and hence, if plotted on the 6X, y cos X phase-plane, would result in a circle
diagram.
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Figure 6.9 System Errors Without Resets
( 1/hr. drift in all gyros)
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In the second run, a fix interval of 3. 5 hours was used. Since only
latitude and longtitude could be fixed at the end of each fix interval, two fix
intervals were required to make a reset. Actually two fixes on latitude and
one longtitude fix, taken at the end of the second fix interval, were used to
determine the three drift constants. In this second run, no simplifications
were made in computing the weighting functions. This run thus served as a
check on programming errors. Due to round-off error in the digital computer,
the computed drifts were not exactly 10 /hour. The error was very small
8(approximately one part in 10 ) however, and could be neglected.
The resets in the third simulation were made using the simplified
weighting functions. The simplified weighting functions were computed in
the same way as wasdonein the previous run, except that terms involving
Cz and CY were neglected. Figures 610, 6.11, and 6.12 show the timey z
histories of the latitude, longtitude, and azimuth errors, respectively. The
azimuth error curve is not entirely correct after the first reset. A bias value,
corresponding to the error of the computed azimuth correction, should be
added to the plotted values. The bias is approximately 3. 58 minutes of arc.
The latitude and longtitude curves are correct since perfect fixes have been
assumed here.
In order to judge the effectiveness of the simplified resets, errors in
the computed drifts, as compared with their tue values, were computed.
These errors are presented in Table 6. 1 as percentages. The last column of
the table shows the errors in the computed azimuth corrections.
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Figure 6.10 Latitude Error With Resets
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TABLE 6. 1
SIMPLIFIED RESET ERRORS FOR
LATITUDE AND LONGTITUDE FIXES
(M = 6.735 °, a = 4.760)
X-Gyro Drift (%) Y-Gyro Drift (%o) Z-Gyro Drift(%) AZ(%)
1st Reset 2.83 .355 3.16 11.3
2nd Reset .011 .344 .061 .045
3rd Reset 8.8 .36 1.66 3.87
4th Reset .244 2.7 .233 .243
The next series of simulations involved resets using latitude, long-
titude, and azimuth fixes. Because the errors of the previous run were
relatively small, the mean and standard deviation of the roll angles was
increased to 15° and 10.5°, respectively.
Since three quantities were now being fixed, a reset could be per-
formed at the end of each 3.5 hour fix interval. In the first run of this
series, no reset was performed. The error curves were almost identical
to those shown in Figure 6. 9, which points out the small effect high frequencies
have on the reset computations. The second run was again used as a check
on reset equation programming errors. Finally, in the third simulation,
the simplified weighting functions were used to compute the drifts. The
errors for the simplified reset are shown in Table 6. 2
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TABLE 6. 2
SIMPLIFIED RESET ERRORS FOR
LATITUDE, LONGTITUDE AND AZIMUTH FIXES
(M = 150, = 10.5 °)
X-Gyro Drift (%) Y-Gyro Drift (%o) Z-Gyro Drift (%o)
Ist Reset .421 .341 . 124.
2nd Reset .726 .184 .581
3rd Reset .005 .176 .053
Comparison of the errors of Tables 6. 1 and 6. 2 shows that even
though more violent rolling was simulated, the second set of errors are
noticeably smaller and more consistant. This is due to the fact that two
fixes on latitude were used in computing the first set, whereas the more
accurate resets were based on fixes of three different quantities. This
effect was mentioned earlier in this thesis when the independence of fixes
was discussed. The larger errors resulted because there was some,
although very little, linear dependence between the two latitude fixes. An
indication of this dependence can be seen in Figure 6. 9. In the first reset
interval, (0<T<7), and in the third reset interval (14 < T < 21), the latitude
error curve is roughly linear. Thus the first and third resets show rela-
tively large errors in Table 6. 1. In the second and fourth reset intervals,
however, the latitude error curve does not show much linearity. Hence,
in Table 6. 1, the errors for these resets are relatively small. Although
such linear dependency would be rare in the case of a vehicle which changes
its heading, the above case vividly emphasizes the care that must be taken
when obtaining fixes.
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6.5 Discussion of the Simulation Results
The simulations have shown that neglecting the cross coupling
direction cosines which contain only high frequency components, in the
generation of the weighting functions will result in computed drift errors
on the order of a few percent, at most. Since the submarine, will normally
be submerged, where rolling and pitching motion will be small, the resulting
errors should be even smaller. Moreover, since the reset solution is al-
ready based on the assumption of constant drift, the actual variations of
drift would influence the effectiveness of the reset solution as much as, if
not more than, the simplification under study.
If mass unbalance drifts are also being solved for, similar
simplifications can be made. Because mass unbalance weighting functions
involve products of direction cosines, care must be used in determining
which terms may be neglected.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Summary
Errors in an inertial navigation system produced by gyro drift tend
to accumulate with time. The determination and subsequent removal of gyro
drift is therefore mandatory if the system is to remain within operational
specifications over extended periods of time. The purpose of this thesis was
to devise a means of determining gyro drift in a modified-strapped-down
system using position and/or heading fix information.
The general method of gyro drift determination developed in this
thesis is continuously to compute system errors which would be generated
by unit, or normalized, drifts. The actual values of the errors are inter-
mittently determined with the externally-obtained fix information. When a
certain minimum number of fixes has been taken, the gyro drifts can be
evaluated. A reset is then made in which 1) the computed gyro drift is re-
moved and 2) the system output errors are corrected. Corrections to system
outputs which have not been measured directly by fixes may be determined by
evaluating the corresponding normalized errors with the computed drift values.
Besides the equipment required to make the fix measurements, the only addi-
tion to the navigation system to instrument resets is a computer. The size of
this computer depends on the drift model being used.
As a realistic example, application of this reset method has been
made to a strapped-down inertial navigation system for a submarine. In this
study, a drift model consisting of superimposed constant drift and dynamic
mass-unbalance drift was used. The error equations for latitude, longtitude,
and azimuth, as can be seen in Appendix B, are fairly lengthy because of the
oscillatory nature of the basic navigation equations.
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The error equations can be simplified to some extent by assuming
that submarine motion is restricted to a plane. The simulation study has
shown that neglecting the high-frequency motion of rolling and pitching will
result in computed drift errors of the order of a few percent. The feasibility
of incorporating this simplification will, of course, depend on the system's
performance specifications.
7. 2 Conclusions
The theoretical feasibility of a method for determining gyro drift
and output error corrections for a modified-strapped-down inertial navigation
system has been demonstrated. Although no quantitative conclusions con-
cerning the effectiveness of the method can be drawn from this thesis, the
reset method is sound under the following assumptions;
1) gyro drift in a strapped-down environment is realistically
described by a drift model consisting of superimposed constant
drift and dynamic mass unbalance drift
2) fix measurements are made without error
3) reset computations are performed without error
7. 3 Recommendations
As a logical continuation of this investigation it is recommended that:
1) extensive experiments be performed to determine a realistic
drift model for gyros in the strapped-down environment
2) an error analysis be made to determine the sensitivity of the
reset method to fix errors and computational errors.
3) the actual mechanization of the required reset computations be
investigated. A Digital Differential Analyzer appears to be best
suited to performing the real-time multiplication and integration
operations.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE ERROR MATRIX
FOR A GIMBALED SYSTEM
The specific force measured by the accelerometers is, in vector
form, 
= -R-2W R - WxR - Wx (Wx R) + G (A-1)
where G is the gravitation vector, R is the position vector measured from the
origin of the coordinate frame, and W is the angular velocity of the coordinate
frame.
Let t refer to the vehicle's local geographic coordinate system. The
z-axis of this orthogonal system is normal to the reference ellipsoid, the
x-axis points north, and the y-axis points east, completing the right-handed
set. It can be shown( 13 ) that the x and y components of the specific force,
derived from (A-1), can be expressed fairly accurately as,
= - 2WR - WER - 2W RsrA -wE RTANX
(A-2)
i= -2nRcos) - 2W kR -WR + 2lW RslN(-
EN N
+ W W RTAN)\
where - = earth's rotation rate
WN = rate of change of geographic latitude
WE = rate of change of longtitude
X = geographic latitude
2 2
c = (a -b )/ 2ab, where a and b are the semi-major and
semi-minor axes of the reference ellipsoid, respectively
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Since, for a submarine, R is small, (A-2) can be rewritten as,
W :+ WE RTANA 2fWRsA) (A-3)
R bX E
If the subscript, C, denotes computed values,
R 2 (A-4)
- 1 (fi + W RTAN7 + 2EWC R)N
The angular rates of the controlled member are( 1 3)
Wy = -Wc + uy
(A-5)
Wi$ : -Xn1. l Wc As " GWC 5 C
where U , U , and U are the gyro drift rates.
x y z
The submarine is inherently a slow moving vehicle. Hence WN and
WE will be small compared to the earth's rotation. If the submarine is
assumed to be stationary on the surface of the earth, the gravity, g, will be
the only specific force acting on the vehicle and,
(A -6)
The specific force measured in the indicated system is
t= CtC i t(A-7)
Ct is the transformation matrix between the t and i systems. Since
1
the two systems are almost coincident, it can be expressed as,
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t
I.
I. \' -1
(A-8)
a, p and y are the components in the i system of a virtual vector
rotation that would carry the t system into coincidence with the i system.
a and p are called the vertical errors and y is called the azimuth error.
From (A-6), (A-7) and (A-8),
fL, = -i
fiy = O9 (A -9)
Let the errors quantities be defined by
w, =w -w
SW = WC - WE
6 \1 - Wm4 WN (A-10)
With the imposed condition of a stationary vehicle,
WEV S~ = ~ Ws2E~ =~ W(A- 11 )
the error equations
6WN = 2fS SN \ -(/R)SW = 11 s/N 2 ALo1(7'/R-(A-12)
are obtained if second order terms are neglected. To these may be added the
definition
w -w d ( -X)
(A- 13)
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It is shown in Reference (13) that
C = W. - W Ct (A-14)
where Cit is the transpose of C.,
W. is computed angular velocity of the indicated frame
1
Wt is the angular velocity of the actual geographic frame
and is of the form,
w = o -t3 
(A-15)
ji tPremultiplying C by Ci
t 1
CCt W. C WC (A-16)
L
C.t can be written as
1
Ct = I + A (A-17)i ( -17)
where I is the unit matrix and
O Y -B
A = _ 4 (A - 18)
Therefore,
C - -ACt (A-19)
and C C can be approximated byi t
CC = ( r+A)(-A) -A (A-20)
if second order terms are neglected.
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Equation (A-16) then becomes
-A w/i -L WtC (A -21)
Using the similarity transformation of almost coicident Cartesian
coordinates, (A-19) can be written in vector form as
-A = W.
t1
t (A-22)
The angular velocity vector of a stationary geographic system is, (13)
Wt = co A
Wt = 0wfO
wt3 = - lsIA (A-23)
Using (A-5), (A-8), (A-20) and (A-21),
C= -.flA SlN 4 W5 - -S.53INX
=- SWN + o SSIN +
+ x
, Uy
- 9-S5 - W TAJA -lea0o t
(A-24)
t3
Equations (A-12), (A-13) and (A-24) are presented in matrix form as
(A-25).
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APPENDIX B
STRAPPED-DOWN SYSTEM
ERROR EQUATIONS
Expressions for the latitude, longtitude and azimuth errors are
presented in this appendix. The latitude error, 6 , is derived for constant
and mass unbalance drifts. The longtitude error, 61 , and the azimuth error,
y, equations are for constant drifts only.
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF THE MOTION MODEL'S SPECTRA
The model being used to describe the roll angles of a submarine at
sea consists of a train of periodic rectangular pulses. The amplitudes of
the pulses are normally, or Gaussian, distributed with mean M and standard
deviation . The sign of the pulses reverses every half period, or T/2,
seconds.
The probability density of the amplitudes is
p(x)= I v (C-1)
The autocorrelation function for this pulse train can be simply deter-
mined because of its periodic nature. The autocorrelation function can be
constructed by "sliding" an ensemble of pulses along the correlation time
(T) axis, and averaging the product of the displaced and undisplaced ensembles.
For T = 0, the value of the autocorrelation function is equal to the
mean squared value of the pulse train, since no displacement has been made.
The mean squared value of a normally distributed quantity is,
(0) T2 M2 (C-2)
For T = T/2, negative pulses will fully overlap positive pulses.
The autocorrelation function is therefore equal to minus the square of the
average of the train, since the pulse amplitudes are independent of their
previous values. Thus,
O (T/Z) _ M (c-3)
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For T = T, positive pulses once more overlap positive pulses, and
+ (T) =M (C-4)
It is clear that the autocorrelation function will be periodic here-
after, oscillating between +M and -M . Because the pulses are rectangular,
the autocorrelation function will be linear between +M and -M . The auto-
correlation function, being an even function, can be plotted as
+ (M-i
-ar IT
componer
The autocorrelation function can be separated into a periodic
it, P,(r)
'r
and a random component,
-T/A T/2
The power spectrum of a periodic autocorrelation function is
T/2
* M Wnz) = 2 C05 nW(r iTr
ire 4t ( ro
o T
,(' r)= M(-$-) 0O•gr-< T/2_
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(C-5)
(C-6)
-
·
the power spectrum is,
c (n w. )
M2 [)2
L.
- 5rnTr n = 0,; 1,2.
For n = O,*2,4,..
1 (nw ) 0
and for nO 0
TefINe = Co
Therefore (-7) becomes
(C-8)
(c-9)
12
f (nW6) = 2 (n)
This power spectrum is plotted below.
r(-,)
(C-10)n= -3,+ ..
0. 04'M
O.06 Ma
n
The power density spectrum of a random function is given by
oo
rr(w) = 2 I , (t) c05 wr r (C-11)
-00o
94
2Ma
T/2
T
0 (c-7)
-- ~~~~~~~~.w-
The present autocorrelation function is,
a2 (1- 2il) -T/2 <r " T/2
elsewhere
Since rr (T) is even,
rr 1'
C
2wo
This function has been plotted below.
C2r
2w,
osiT d' "
(C-13)
(C-12)
(1- 2rTc( 1
I(I s) uT I
, T I
w
2n-
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APPENDIX D
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE
SIMULATION PROGRAM
The digital computer simulations were performed on the Honeywell
800 computer. Programming was done using the MAC language. The running
time on the H-800 was approximately 4 minutes for the simulation of a 28
hour operation period.
A block diagram of the simulation program is shown below.
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STA RT
READ INITIAL CONDITION5S
--I 4 4-e
INCREMENT TIME
COMPUTE NEW VqLUES
OF DIRECTION COSINES
rNCREMtNT WEL 6H1TIN6
FUNCTION SUMMATIONS
Ii
TIME TO PRINT ERRORS ?
1YES
COMPUTE LAT.. LON.,
AND AZ, ERRORS
PRINT ERRORS
WILL RESETS BE MADE ? 
EXIT ?
yE S
END
TIHE FOR FIX ?
Y*
I
· .. . . . . .
I II ·
yFs
COMPUTE AND TORE
sIM1PLIFIEb WEl 6HTIN4
UNCrIONS
CHPUTE AND 5ToRe
te~IHIrrNG FuJMcTr N5
TIME FOR RESET ?
CoMPurTE DRIFTS AD
A Z. CORRECTION
COMPUTE RESIDUAL DRIFTS
RESET WEICHTIM6
FUNTIoNSUMPHATIO 5
To ZERO
PRINT RES E'T RE.SuLT5 
EX ? '
I . I
ro
I 0
END OF SIMULATI O 
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